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Tulip fabric dye packets

Brand categories are not available for image color: there are currently no images from other craftsers. If you wish to submit digital images or other content in Prime Publishing through sharing customer images (services), you must enter into this agreement. As used in this Agreement, we or Prime Publishing means Prime
Publishing, LLC. And you mean the person or entity submitting content for Prime Publishing. Any person or entity who wishes to use the Service must accept the terms of this Agreement without any change. By clicking the Accept Terms and Conditions button, you agree to be bound by all terms and conditions of this
Agreement and all specifications and guidelines included by reference. 1) Eligibility. You may only submit content for the service to which you hold all intellectual property rights. In other words, if you present a digital image to us, you must have all the rights to such image or you must have the authority of the person who
owns those rights. The service is limited to parties that can enter into and create contracts under legally applicable law. Minors cannot deposit material in the service. In addition, you may not submit any personally identifiable information about any child under the age of 13. 2) Definitions. As used in this Agreement, (a)
Affiliate means under control with Prime publishing, or under general control, (b) content means all content that you submit to Prime publishing, including all photos, images, graphics and text, and (c) media means any means of providing information, whether now known or prepared thereafter. 3) License grant for
content. You hereby grant Prime Publishing and its affiliates worldwide, non-inclusive, royalty-free, eternal rights and licenses (a) reproduce, distribute, disseminate, publicly display and display content in public, in any manner and in the media, (b) content, in whole or in part, in any manner and modifying the media and
(c) sub-rights. , customize, translate and build. , in whole or in part, with or without charge with or without any third party. 4) Removing content. If you decide that you wish to remove your materials from the Service, you may provide written information to Prime Publishing by deleting the image through the Prime



Publishing interface or contacting Prime Publishing Customer Service, and Prime Publishing will remove such materials from the Service within a reasonable period of time. 5) License for name, trademark and similarity. You also grant Prime Publishing, its affiliates and subliances a non-inclusive, worldwide, royalty-free
license to use the name and similarity of anyone who appears in all trademarks, trade names, and content. You have the right to prime publishing, its affiliates and sublialis. The name that you present in connection with the content. 6) Specifications and guidelines. You agree to submit to us content in accordance with all
guidelines for the use of the Service posted on the Prime Publishing Web Site or of which you have otherwise been notified (guidelines), as these guidelines may be changed in the future. 7) Representations, warranties and indemnity. You represent and warrant prime publishing and its affiliates that (a) you have the
right, power and authority to enter into this Agreement, to fully fulfill your obligations, and to grant the license contained in paragraphs 3 and 5, (b) you shall fully comply with all the terms of this Agreement. , (c) content submitted by you to Prime Publications, and under the exercise of your rights of Prime Publications and
its affiliates, will not infringe, misappropriated or infringed any intellectual property rights, including but not limited to trademark rights, copyright, moral rights and the right to any third party publicity, (d) you reproduce, distribute Here, as the transmission, public display, public display, and possess all rights required for
prime publication and other exploitation of content by its affiliates, (e) the content is not obscene, obscene, abusive, torturous, or otherwise unlawful, and (f) all factual statements submitted by you are not accurate and misleading. You agree to indemne, defend and hold its affiliates harmless from all claims, liabilities,
damages and expenses (including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and expenses) arising out of any representation or breach of warranty set out in this paragraph. 8) Restrictions. You agree that you will not submit content that is unlawful, obscene, abusive, abusive, obscene, or racially, ethnic or otherwise
objectionable, or otherwise violate general Prime Publishing Community Standards. We expressly reserves the right not to remove or provide any content that we have in our sole discretion in violation of this Agreement, applicable laws or our Community Standards. You agree that you will not upload, post, e-mail or
otherwise transmit content to us or our affiliates, including software viruses or any other computer code, files, or programs designed to disrupt, destroy or limit the functionality of any computer software or hardware or telecommunications equipment. 9) No obligation. Although we have the right to include your materials in
the Service or in any media, we do not have the obligation to do so. We may, at our sole discretion and for any reason, reject the Content or remove them from our Service at any time. 10) Changes in the Agreement. We have reserved the right to change any terms or any specifications of this Agreement or To control the
Service at any time in our sole discretion. All changes will take effect when posted to the service. However, for all changes to this Agreement, except specifications and guidelines, we will post notice of change for thirty (30) days. You are responsible for notice and review of any applicable changes. Your continued use of
this Service after our posting of any changes will constitute your acceptance of such changes. 11) Prime Publishing Intellectual Property. Without our prior written consent, you may not use our intellectual property in any manner, including, without limitation, our trademarks, trade names, trade attire or copyrighted
material. 12) Communication. Prime Publishing and its affiliates may communicate with you in connection with the Service, Electronic and Other Media, and you may consent to such communications regardless of any customer communication preferences (or similar preferences or requests), you may have indicated
through Prime Publishing or its affiliates' Web sites or any other means. 13) Discounts. The Prime Minister's Publication and its affiliates shall not be liable for any indirect, incidental, or consequental damages (including breach of contract or warranty or not limited to such damages arising from negligence or strict liability)
in or in connection with this Agreement, even if we have been advised of the possibility (or know or must know) of such damages. 14) Disclaimer. Prime Publishing offers the service is similar without warranty of any kind. 15) Miscellaneous. The agreement will be governed by the laws of the United States and washington
state, without reference to rules governing the choice of laws. Any action related to this Agreement must be brought to federal or state courts located in Seattle, Washington, and you irrevocably consent to the jurisdiction of such courts. You may not assign this Agreement to the conduct of the law or otherwise, without our
prior written consent. Subject to that restriction, this Agreement shall be binding on applicable, insurance against the parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns. Our failure to implement your strict performance of any provision of this Agreement will not constitute an exemption of our right to implement
such provision or any other provision of this Agreement later. Specifications and guidelines (including all future changes) are incorporated by reference in this Agreement. This is in addition to the agreement, and does not supersede or modify, the terms and conditions of use of prime publication and its affiliates' Web
sites. Who can share images close to sharing your images off? self! Anyone who is a registered and the user is logged in. What should I share? Please share images that will help other visitors. For example: Images highlighting the attributes of the article This music player are controlled, see clasp for this necklace, look
at it came in the box) images showing someone using a product (here I am wearing this scarf, ink cartridge installed here) images related to a theme (my dog captain, A great outfit, our family in Yellowstone, how to glue a chair using cabinet clamps) images that show how a product does (I took this picture with this
camera, it shrunk in washing shirts, blades seen after 100 cuts) images that give a sense of product size (this refrigerator is actually 6' long, the cellphone size of the credit card) contains captions. While not necessary, they provide context for your images. Additionally, you can use the Image Notes feature to highlight one
or more interesting areas in your image. Everyone will see your notes when they roll over your image. What shouldn't I share? Behave as if you were a guest at a friend's dinner party: please treat the Prime Publishing Community with respect. Do not share: Profane, pornographic, or hateful images, or any images with
nudity images for which you do not own intellectual property rights images, including phone numbers, mail addresses or URLs. You can watermark an image with copyright information. Images featuring availability, price, or alternative order/shipping information have no personal information about children under 13
images with external web sites, contests, or other soliciting automobile license plates that are prominent and read easily (pictures with license plates that are fuzzed out or that otherwise may not be read acceptable). The same guidelines apply to your captions and notes. What image formats and sizes are supported?
We support JPEG, GIF and PNG images. Files must not exceed 1MB. The image height and image width should both be between 60 and 3500 pixels. Instead of uploading an image, can I just enter a link to an image? No, all images should be uploaded to Prime Publishing. This ensures that your image is always
available. How long does it take to upload an image? Time varies depending on the speed of your Internet connection and the size of the image file. For example, for a 400KB image, you should expect 2 to 4 minutes on a 56KB modem and less than 1 minute for a DSL or cable modem. Where will my image appear?
Normally your image will appear where you uploaded it: in the article image gallery. Who owns the images I uploaded? The right owner of the image continues to own the image; Uploading your image to Prime Publishing does not transfer ownership. Close close
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